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About This Content

This is the original soundtrack to Re;Lord 1 ~The witch of Herfort and stuffed animals~

The soundtrack contains 22 tracks featuring music from the game and is available in FLAC or WAV format.

Tracklist

1. Peace/Sunny
2. Peace/Calm Days

3. Running
4. Thinking/Eyes of Doubt

5. Thinking/The End of Lengthy Considerations
6. Imprisoned Body

7. Ridicule
8. A Moment of Repentance

9. Tranquil Skies
10. Sharp Signs

11. Wilfried/Those That Desire Revolution
12. Tragedy

13. Gentle Breeze
14. Footprints of Calamity
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15. March/Herfort District
16. Violent Storm

17. Witch of Calamity
18. Darius/Trial

19. Retake Grossen!/Herfort District
20. Marching/The Signal to Counterattack

21. Marching/Outbreak of War
22. Re;Lord
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Many hours played, a few dollars spent.

The initial learning curve and grind to get a base running seems like an entirely uphill battle. Once you have a base running, the
real uphill battle begins, with limited (and already settled) resources to share around and a dwindling population of deserted
bases. It is hard to enjoy when to do a simple resource transfer from one base to another can not be accomplished remotely, and
while you are in the air, you have no control over what is being produced in other bases.

Market griefers buy up masses of fairly priced goods to sell back to the market at unfair markups, but since the markets are so
sparce the goods likely get snatched up at inflated prices by someone who, too frustrated to wait for a better offer, will buy
game money with IRL money (which is deceptively cheap, leading to a real nickle-dime you FTP model) to fill their hold and
go power their mighty lumber mills for half their running capacity.

So far as flight enjoyment or simulation, with a 15 minute flight time to the CLOSEST ports and clunky hands-on control
(which means you spend most time on auto-pilot), the game becomes a very hands-off experience for the most part, and
becomes mind-numbing and repetative. The dragons represent almost no threat and can be felled with a single early-game round
auto-fired by your vessel while you're off cleaning the kitchen or orgranizing your sock drawer.

I do not recommend this game for anyone looking for a trading sim (I highly recommend Elite: Dangerous for that craving), or a
base building sim (from what I've seen Factorio looks much more rewarding), or a steam-punk RPG (the only role you play is
that of a confused, bored airship captain).

Unfortunately most of Alexey Pehov's works are not translated to English, but the series that has been, "The Chronicles of
Sialia" (which is a fantastic series by the way) bares no resemblance to the game world in any shape or form.

All in all, colour me disappointed. An interesting concept executed poorly.. I f**king love this game you guys really made
something here {but there some thing i don't get like the soothe spell and how to use it..or some miss spelled words} But other
than that i think this is a solid good game keep it up <3. This game is incredibly boring, filled with unlikable characters, and
pushes a very one sided political view which doesn't belong in video games.
The story has its moments but over all the game play is bland and lifeless. and unlike the original game your decisions have very
little effect and the player will often be punished if they try and follow the rules laid out for them such as keep secrets.
The game is also extremely anti police and treats officers more as villans and 'hunters' which is a very dangerous message to be
sending to an audience.

save your money. Fun for awhile but gets boring quick.. B R E A K E R S
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Pretty much the only Tropico DLC to add anything substantial.. System Crash is a fun cyberpunk CCG where all the opponents
are controlled by the computer. Most of the fights are a bit too easy, but the plus side is there are no frustrating areas to get
stuck on. The game is fairly low budget, but that didn't impact my enjoyment of it.

You can (and should) build your own decks for almost the fights and there are lots of viable archetypes (some stronger than
others). A few cards are brokenly good: there's a 1-drop that draws 2 cards and there's a board reset for an effective cost of 2. If
you're not a fan of deck building, you can copy online deck lists, though you'd be missing out on part of the fun.

The story is decent but not exceptional some parts a little predictable but there are also a few surprises. The gameplay + the
story was enough to keep me interested and wanting more.

I'd recommend this game (+ both the DLCs) for people who like CCGs. Completing the game (including DLCs and playing a lot
of the tournament mode) took me around 30 hours.. Very classic to me. Good hidden object game for casual play. The art is
very nice and the story is decent enough to hold your interest. The music is not too bad either. Best not to play in a single sitting
(unless going for the achievement) because backtracking might feel redundant.. Obviously playing this for the achievements,
and it was a really smooth and quick experience. Feels like I got what i wanted rapidly. Then again, if you are looking for a
serious physics-esque puzzle game this isn't for you.. A great game. It is a fantasy combat/ sorta RPG game. Combat is through
Poker hands. Kind of like the Puzzlequest games. Same genre as Fairy Solitaire.. No one should by this game! I played for two
hours and then was off for a few weeks. Now the game will not connect to the server even though steam says that the last time I
played was today!! That is 100% false!! This game is not worth it...by one that actually works and has some support. I tried to
access support for this issue and have been totally ignored.
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